
aving energy can increase profits by reducing operating

costs. Installing efficient lighting is typically a very low-cost

method of saving energy because the efficiency of lighting

technologies is continually improving, and inexpensive

control devices that dim or turn lighting off can increase savings further

still. New lighting systems can be introduced throughout a building

much faster than insulation or HVAC, for example, because access to

lighting systems is generally very easy.
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S
However, simply picking the most efficient light

source off the shelf does not guarantee energy

savings. The light source is only one part of a

lighting system. System efficiency is achieved

through a combination of fixture type, light

source, ballast (if required), controls, and fixture

location. Choosing the right lighting system for

your application is key to getting the most out of
your lighting dollar.

OVERVIEW OF LIGHTING ENERGY USE

In 2010, the commercial sector was the greatest
consumer of lighting energy, accounting for half
the total lighting electricity consumption in the
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U.S. The industrial and outdoor sectors together
made up one quarter of lighting consumption,
with residential making up the remaining quar-
ter. Overall, linear fluorescent and high-intensity
discharge (HID) are the main choices for light-
ing commercial and industrial applications. See
Figure 1.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES

There are four main families of lighting technolo-
gies, categorized by how they produce light: 

• Incandescent/Halogen. Electricity is run
through a wire, making it so hot it glows.

• Fluorescent/Induction. Ionized low-pressure
gas causes phosphors to fluoresce.

• High-Intensity Discharge (HID). Electricity is
run through high-pressure gas, which glows
as a plasma. The most common types of HID
lamps are:

� Metal Halide (MH). Argon, mercury, and
metallic salts vaporize under high pressure
to make white light.

� High-Pressure Sodium (HPS). Xenon, 
mercury, and sodium vaporize under high
pressure to make yellow-white light.

� Low-Pressure Sodium (LPS). Neon and 
sodium vaporize under low pressure to
make monochromatic yellow light.

• Solid-State Lighting (SSL). Electricity powers
solid-state semiconductors, known as light-
emitting diodes (LED).

These lighting technologies have characteris-
tics that vary, such as color and lifespan, mean-
ing that a system that works well and saves
energy in one setting may not be a good fit for
another. See Table 1 and Table 2 for general 
features, typical lamp efficiencies, color charac-
teristics, lifetimes, and key advantages and 
disadvantages by technology.

FIGURE 1: U.S. Lighting Energy Consumption by Sector and Lamp Type, 20101
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Source Type Efficiency (lm/W)* Lifespan (hrs) CCT† CRI‡

Incandescent 6–20 750–4,000 2,700 warm 100

Halogen 20–35 2,000–6,000 3,000 warm white 100

Fluorescent 74–100 12,000–20,000 2,700–7,500 warm white-cold white 50–90

Induction 48–70 100,000 3,500–5,000 white-cool white 80

MH (HID) 80–125 7,500–20,000 2,700–5,600 warm white-cool white 60–70

HPS (HID) 65–140 20,000+ 1,800–2,500 warm 20–30

LPS (HID) 100–180 16,000–18,000 1,800 yellow 0§

SSL (LED) 20–100 20,000–50,000 1,100–9,000+ orange white-blue 20–95+

* Lumens per Watt—light emitted for each unit of power drawn.
† Correlated color temperature in degrees Kelvin, with color descriptors. In general, lower numbers indicate 
warmer, yellowish tones; higher numbers indicate cooler, bluer tones.

‡ Color rendering index—a light source’s ability to render colors accurately. Light sources with highest CRI values 
render color most accurately; colors appear as expected. 100 is the highest possible value on this index.

§ LPS has no color-rendering ability in practice.

TABLE 1: General Features of Commercial Light Sources

Source type Advantages Disadvantages

Incandescent Full spectrum, fully dimmable, inexpensive to buy, Low efficiency, short life, 85–90% energy emitted 
flattering to flesh tones as heat

Halogen Can save energy over incandescent, whiter light, More expensive purchase price than common 
longer life, direct incandescent replacement, incandescent, dimming may reduce life
advanced halogens use infrared reflective 
coatings to improve efficiency significantly

Fluorescent More efficient than many lamps, available in Frequent switching cuts life, needs ballast, runs 
several shades of “white,” can be dimmed with poorly in cold temperatures, tubes contain 
electronic dimming ballasts 1–100 mg mercury*,†

Induction Long life unaffected by frequent switching, More costly, less efficient than fluorescent; 
maintains light output in cold temperatures physically large; can cause radio interference;

tubes contain 1–100 mg mercury*,†

MH (HID) Crisp white light, high efficiency, good color Not effectively dimmed, emits UV if outer glass 
rendering, can run on electronic ballasts broken, needs ballast, lamps contain 5–1,000+ 

mg mercury and other heavy metals

TABLE 2: Key Advantages and Disadvantages of Each Light Source

Continued



Alternative Light Technologies

• Induction. A type of fluorescent.
• Light Emitting Plasma (LEP). A type of HID.

Both induction and LEP sources are less-com-
monly used, multicomponent systems that run
by radio frequency power. Their very high initial
cost suits them to large-scale installations. Both
have lives in excess of 50,000 hours. LEP is useful
where very high light levels are needed. Induc-
tion produces less light and is useful in remote
locations or where maintenance is extremely
expensive. Neither scales down in brightness 
or system size like LEDs can. Both technologies
are considered to be efficient (LEP ≈ 90 lm/W,
induction ≈ 60 lm/W on average). Like HID, LEP
needs some time to start up and re-strike. Both
contain small amounts of mercury.

TYPICAL INSTALLATION APPLICATIONS AND
SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES

Commercial
Commercial lighting includes a range of lighting
applications, from general office lighting to
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institutional settings—like classrooms and
libraries—to retail. Linear fluorescent tubes are by
far the most common lighting technology used
in the commercial sector today. However, retail
spans many commercial environments and uses
a mix of light sources, relying heavily on halo-
gen to attract the attention of buyers and display
merchandise in pleasing, often dramatic ways.

Office
In the past, office lighting needed to enable
occupants to see small text or other markings 
on paper. Today, computers have changed office
lighting needs. Too much light can obscure 
visibility of monitors. Good office lighting now
needs to prevent glare and be flexible enough
for both digital and paper sources.

• Most common lighting systems: T12 and T8 
linear fluorescent tubes 

• Energy-saving options: T8 fluorescent with
electronic ballasts, occupancy/vacancy sen-
sors, motion and photosensors, daylighting

• Example of  efficiency in action: Shifting to 
cooler light (higher CCTs) can allow you to

Source type Advantages Disadvantages

HPS (HID) Most efficient HID source, attracts fewer insects Poor color rendering, cycles on and off at end 
than other sources of life, not dimmable, cannot use electronic

ballasts, lamps contain 5–100 mg mercury 
and other heavy metals

LPS (HID) Most efficient commercial light source, does not Completely monochromatic, lends no color 
attract insects, contains no mercury perception, shorter life than HPS, optical 

control difficult

SSL (LED) Long life, very efficient, can be dimmable, can Very high initial cost, very sensitive to overheating,
offer excellent color quality (w/ less efficiency) requires large heat sinks, variable color and quality

* Note that the use of efficient lamps that contain small amounts of mercury (e.g., T8 and T5 fluorescent tubes) actually 
results in a decrease in environmental mercury. Because they require less power to operate, efficient lamps cause much 
lower power plant mercury emissions than less efficient technologies. Emissions from coal-fired power plants are the key 
contributor to mercury contamination in fish, air, water, etc.

† State and federal laws regulate disposal of mercury-containing lamps. See: www.epa.gov/osw/hazard/wastetypes/
universal/lamps/faqs.htm for details.

TABLE 2: Key Advantages and Disadvantages of Each Light Source (cont.)

www.epa.gov/osw/hazard/wastetypes/universal/lamps/faqs.htm
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see more clearly with fewer lumens. This pro-
vides additional energy savings when replac-
ing inefficient T12s and magnetic ballasts with
T8s and electronic ballasts. In Santa Rosa, Cal-
ifornia, Pacific Gas and Electric replaced T12
fluorescent lamps with 5,000K T8 lamps and
electronic ballasts to reduce office lighting
energy consumption by 45.6%, saving nearly
$18,000/year for a 17-month payback.2

Retail
The purpose of retail lighting is to attract
potential customers to a store, indicate the
entrance clearly, and direct customers’ 
attention to merchandise. 

• Most common lighting systems: Halogen, 
fluorescent, MH (large and compact) 

• Energy-saving options: Dimming systems, 
electronic ballasts, SSL, efficient MH, 
daylighting

• Example of  efficiency in action: In addition to
the significant energy savings gained by intro-
ducing daylight into a retail environment, an
18-month study of 108 retail stores showed
using skylights would add approximately 30
to 50% in sales. If a non-daylit store were
averaging sales of $2/sq.ft., its sales could
increase to between $2.61 and $2.98 per
square foot with the addition of a skylighting
system.3

Institutional
Classrooms, cafeterias, libraries, hallways, and
meeting rooms are found across all institutions,
and the varied needs of these spaces form a
hybrid between office and industrial applications.
The psychological effects of lighting are very
important in these facilities; occupants must be
able to see each other and comprehend their
working environment.

2 http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/corporate/sel_santarosa_cs.pdf
3 All stores were one story, set in a relatively sunny geographic region. www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/
shared/edusafety/training/pec/daylight/RetailCondensed820.pdf

4 www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=sb_success.sb_successstories_sligo

• Most common lighting systems: T12 and T8 
linear fluorescent tubes, HPS, MH

• Energy-saving options: T8 and (sometimes) T5
fluorescents with electronic ballasts instead of
T12, scene controllers, dimming systems,
occupancy/vacancy sensors, motion and 
photosensors

• Example of  efficiency in action: ENERGY STAR
reported on a 46,000 sq.ft. school that
replaced its T12 fluorescent lamps and mag-
netic ballasts with 32-W energy-efficient T8s
and electronic ballasts. Likewise, the school
converted its incandescent lamps to MH, HPS,
and compact fluorescent (CFL). This increased
light levels, improved sense of safety outside
the facility, decreased connected load by more
than half, and resulted in an annual savings of
$11,000 with a payback of 18 months.4

Industrial
Industrial lighting applications are very diverse.
Some industrial work demands detailed exam-
ination; other work may require hand-eye coor-
dination and excellent color judgment, while 
still other spaces require very little lighting. 
All industrial lighting needs to ensure workers
achieve speed, accuracy, and safety within a
comfortable environment.

Warehouses
Warehouse lighting must typically provide 
visibility down the face of deep aisles, 
often when fixtures are mounted in high,
inaccessible locations.

• Most common lighting systems: HPS, MH, T12
and T8 fluorescent

• Energy-saving options: T8 with electronic bal-
lasts and (sometimes) T5 fluorescent instead
of T12, occupancy/vacancy sensors, motion
and photosensors, daylighting

www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/shared/edusafety/training/pec/daylight/RetailCondensed820.pdf
http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/corporate/sel_santarosa_cs.pdf
www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=sb_success.sb_successstories_sligo
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• Example of  efficiency in action: T5 fluorescent
allows you to reduce the number of lamps
relative to T8. Replacing a T8 system with T5
and occupancy sensors can be an effective
switchout, but only when many fixtures are
involved.5 One 600,000 sq.ft. manufacturing
distribution center did just this, improving
aisle lighting quality, gaining an annual 20%
reduction in lighting power for an energy 
savings of $93,000 and a CO2 reduction of 
2.6 million pounds. Payback was 2.2 years.6

Outdoor
The most effective outdoor lighting is the 
lowest wattage light source possible in fixtures
that direct light where it’s needed (generally
downward). In outdoor lighting, too much 
electric light can produce extreme visual 
contrast at night, making it very difficult to see.
Yet, too little light may cause people to feel
unsafe. Depending on the application, the light
source’s ability to render color may also be a
key factor for consideration.

Parking Lots and Street Lighting
Lighting for parking lots must ensure the safe
movement of vehicles and pedestrians simulta-
neously, discourage theft and vandalism, and
clearly reveal entrances and exits. To identify
vehicles, color is an important issue in all park-
ing lots. Similar to parking lots, the purpose of
street and roadway lighting is to allow a driver
to evaluate information quickly, and then decide
how to maneuver a vehicle in a safe manner.

• Most common lighting systems: MH, HPS 
• Energy-saving options: electronic ballasts, pho-

tosensors, SSL
• Example of  efficiency in action: LEDs can be an

extremely viable upgrade to replace the typi-
cal 400- to 1,000-Watt HID installation in large

commercial lots. If the system is carefully
designed, such retrofits can save between
$7,000 and $9,000 annually and pay back
within 6 to 7.5 years.7

Cooperative-Owned “Dusk-to-Dawn” Farm 
and Barn Lights
Many co-ops rent “dusk-to-dawn” fixtures to
their members, primarily for use in agricultural
settings. To be most effective, dusk-to-dawn
lighting should allow people to see visitors and
other activity in the area. More light is not neces-
sarily better, however. Lights that are too bright
waste energy, cause light pollution, and can lead
to difficulty seeing due to high contrast and
glare. Dusk-to-dawn lighting s hould be con-
trolled both optically and electrically, with
physical shielding as well as the appropriate
dusk-to-dawn sensors.

• Most common lighting systems: HPS, MH
• Energy-saving options: Lower wattage lamps

can be used with “high cutoff” fixtures, similar
to many roadway models; they collect and
concentrate light in a downward direction.

• Example of  efficiency in action: HPS and MH
are still the sources of choice when individual
or small numbers of fixtures are involved,
such as in dusk-to-dawn security lighting. 
The cost-effectiveness of SSL depends upon
an installed system achieving the lifespan
claimed by the manufacturer, but when many
fixtures operating in excess of 8 hours per 
day are required, the return on investment for
LEDs can be just a few years. These econom-
ics can improve as hours of operation and 
fixture quantities increase. To realize such
economics, however, careful research is 
critical before making this changeover.8

Without very long hours of operation and 
a large number of installed fixtures, the high

5 www.lrc.rpi.edu/programs/nlpip/lightingAnswers/lat5/ei3.asp
6 www.acuitybrands.com/Libraries/GovDocs/ABL_CaseStudy-SEDC.sflb.ashx
7 http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/gateway_walmart.pdf
8 www.progressivedairy.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7124:

barn-lights-the-overlooked-expense&catid=51:cow-comfort&Itemid=77

www.progressivedairy.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7124:barn-lights-the-overlooked-expense&catid=51:cow-comfort&Itemid=77
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upfront costs associated with SSL—or other, less
common options, such as induction or LEP—
result in long paybacks (in many cases, longer
than 60 years).

ARE LEDS ALWAYS THE BEST CHOICE?

Recently, LEDs have been promoted as the most
efficient lighting choice. LED lighting promises
to dramatically increase in the coming years,
offering significant energy savings. However, that
does not mean that LEDs are the best choice for
every commercial and industrial setting today.
LEDs are readily dimmable (with the right lamp/
dimmer switch combination), their color is very
good, and they excel where directional light of
moderate brightness is required, so they are a
great fit for illuminated signage, reflector lamps
and fixtures, and some security needs. Even
though LEDs are highly efficient—and getting
more so—there are many commercial sources
today that exceed them in brightness, utility, and

efficiency (see Figure 2). Note that the efficiency
of LEDs becomes higher with cooler CCTs, and
“warm white” LEDs are ≤90 lm/W.

When Are LEDs the Right Choice?
Because of their high price, initial cost is a 
significant obstacle to installing LEDs. The cost-
effectiveness for LEDs is extremely dependent
on system lifetime, and will decrease if any 
part of the system fails prematurely. However,
despite high initial cost, high-quality LED 
systems are economically viable when the 
following apply10:

• Electric rates greater than $0.10/kWh;
• High labor costs for relamping and 

maintenance, or fixtures are difficult to 
access; and

• Long hours of operation (e.g., greater 
than 8.5 hours per day).

FIGURE 2: Relative Efficiencies of Source Technologies9
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9 Lighting Handbook: Reference & Application, 10th edition. 2011. Edited by David L. DiLaura. Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America, New York.

10 Demonstration Assessment of Light-Emitting Diode (LED) Retrofit Lamps, Host Site: Bonneville Power Administration,

Portland, Oregon. U.S. Department of Energy. July 2011.
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Costs and Payback
Simple economic payback rates depend, in part,
on the difference in power demand between the
base case and the alternative system. For exam-
ple, although they can reduce maintenance costs
significantly (especially in hard-to-reach places
like high bays, where ceiling heights are 20-45'
high), LED systems take longer to show eco-
nomic benefit than HID or fluorescent, which
already have high energy efficiency and good
cost performance. In spite of this, replacing a
CFL system with LED can save energy, with a
payback period of 9 years.11

LIGHTING CASE STUDY

Staples Distribution Center: Thinking 
Inside the Box12

The following case study represents a sophisti-
cated rethinking of commercial lighting in new
construction, which challenged the common use
of HID high-bay lamps for lighting large spaces.

The Staples Distribution Center in Killingly,
Connecticut, is a 312,000-square-foot storage and
shipping facility that supplies over 200 office
product retail stores throughout the northeastern
United States. The facility operates 20 hours a

day, Monday through Friday, and 12 hours on
Saturday (closed Sunday). Approximately 270
employees work the day shift and 80 the
evening shift.

Staples typically uses metal halide (HID) 
fixtures in tall-ceiling warehouse applications,
but tested T8 fluorescent lamps with electronic
ballasts as an energy-saving alternative in the
Killingly Distribution Center. T8s were selected
for their energy efficiency, long lamp life, easy
switching, relatively constant light output over
their lifetime, and even light distribution.
Through careful system design, they were able
to use T8s in a range of applications from tall,
narrow aisles to much more open spaces (see
Figure 3).

The major objectives of this project were to
qualify for utility-sponsored incentives, reduce
life-cycle costs, and provide effective and uni-
form lighting. Northeast Utilities provided a
rebate as part of its new construction energy-
incentive program, but the substantial energy
savings offset the higher initial cost of this
unorthodox solution, even without the rebate.

Compared to Staples’ conventional metal
halide system, the fluorescent lighting system

11 Lighting Handbook. 2011. Edited by David L. DiLaura. Op. cit.
12 Staples Distribution Center, Killingly, Conn. DELTA Portfolio, Vol. 2, Issue 5, revised. Lighting Research Center, 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York. 1999.

FIGURE 3: Travel and Full-Case Tower and Bulk Storage Areas
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resulted in significant energy savings and
provided the same lighting levels. Employee
response has been positive, with most stating
that the lighting was more even and more com-
fortable on their eyes than in other warehouses
in which they had worked. The lighting was
designed to meet the needs of all activities in 
the warehouse.

Economic Analysis
Staples’ conventional lighting systems use mag-
netically ballasted, 400-W, clear, universal-burn
metal halide lamps in fixtures which are all
switched on at the start of the workday and 
off at the end of the day. Here we examine the 
benefits from choosing to install a T8 system
rather than a conventional metal halide system.
In this case study, installing T8 fluorescent lamps
increased the initial cost of the warehouse light-

ing but improved upon the metal halide systems
traditionally used by Staples, saving energy in
the end. These energy savings are weighed
against the higher initial costs in Table 3.

Lessons Learned
Fluorescent lighting can provide a cost-effective
solution in a warehouse environment. Although
first costs were greater when compared to 
Staples’ conventional metal halide system, the
fluorescent lighting system provided a simple
payback of 2.1 years.

Fluorescent lamps can be used to light tall
warehouse aisles. Compared to some metal
halide lighting systems, linear fluorescents can
provide more uniform vertical lighting and
reduced shadows on shelving in warehouse
aisles. Spacing fixtures more closely minimizes
dark areas when a single lamp burns out.

Cost of T8 fluorescent system† $70,000 (incremental cost of T8 system over MH, without rebate)

Annual lighting energy savings over standard 430,000 kWh
MH system in similar warehouses

Annual lighting cost savings $39,800

Annual heating cost increase‡ ($7,400)

Annualized relamping savings§ $400

Total annual cost savings $32,800

Simple payback period 2.1 Years

* Including occupancy sensor operation. All calculations are without utility rebate for ease of comparison.
† The value of $70,000 for the T8 fluorescent system represents the additional (incremental) cost of installing T8 lighting 
relative to metal halide (baseline). However, since this study presents an energy-efficient alternative to conventional 
lighting in new construction, the project avoids the cost of the conventional metal halide system altogether. Therefore, 
only the incremental cost of the more efficient lighting system is used to demonstrate the simple payback period.

‡ Greater lighting efficiency will increase heating system demand in winter. Air conditioning was not used in the facility, 
so no air conditioning savings were calculated.

§ Group relamping at 80% of lamp life. Savings includes cost of lamps, labor, and disposal, demand charge of $9.50 per kW,
6.8¢ per kWh during peak hours, 5.3¢ per kWh off-peak, additional annual service charges and taxes. 68% of lights on in 
the narrow storage aisles for 112 hours per week (20 hours/day weekdays, 12 hours/Saturday). 100% of lights on in the 
rest of the facility for 112 hours per week.

TABLE 3: Economic and Environmental Analysis of T8 Compared to Conventional MH Design*
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CONCLUSION

Lighting efficiency results from using the right
light source in the right fixture for the right job.
It may not always be necessary to spend more
money to produce more light, but it is always
important to put the light where it is needed,
when it is needed. By working with a lighting
designer or engineer, you can explore numer-

legal notice

This work contains findings that are general in nature. Readers are reminded to perform due diligence 
in applying these findings to their specific needs, as it is not possible for NRECA to have sufficient
understanding of any specific situation to ensure applicability of the findings in all cases.

Neither the authors nor NRECA assume liability for how readers may use, interpret, or apply 
the information, analysis, templates, and guidance herein or with respect to the use of, or damages
resulting from the use of, any information, apparatus, method, or process contained herein. In addition,
the authors and NRECA make no warranty or representation that the use of these contents does not
infringe on privately held rights.

This work product constitutes the intellectual property of NRECA and its suppliers, as the case may
be, and contains Confidential Information. As such, this work product must be handled in accordance
with the CRN Policy Statement on Confidential Information.

Copyright © 2012 by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association.

ous options for a lighting system that best
matches your specific lighting needs and 
savings goals. A lighting system composed of
light sources and fixtures chosen to meet the
needs of the space will make the most use of
the lumens available, will benefit people, and
will save energy. �

ABBREVIATIONS

CCT Correlated Color Temperature
CFL Compact Fluorescent Lamp or Light
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
CRI Color Rendering Index

HID High-Intensity Discharge
HPS High-Pressure Sodium, a type of HID

kWh Kilowatt-Hour

LED Light-Emitting Diodes, a type of SSL
LEP Light Emitting Plasma, a type of HID
lm/W Lumens per Watt

LPS Low-Pressure Sodium, a type of HID

MH Metal Halide, a type of HID

sq.ft. Square Foot or Feet
SSL Solid-State Lighting

T5 Fluorescent tube with a diameter 
of 5/8"

T8 Fluorescent tube with a diameter 
of 1" (8/8")

T12 Fluorescent tube with a diameter 
of 1½" (12/8")
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